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In this paper a hyperbolic Riemann surface is described, and the

uniformizing function for this surface is constructed. The uniformiz-

ing function for this hyperbolic surface is an infinite product similar

to the ones constructed for some parabolic surfaces in earlier studies

[1], [2], [4].
Description of the surface. Let I denote the positive integers. For

each iEI, let C, be the vertical line segment in the Z-plane of length

2 centered at the point (1/t, 0). Let Si be the Z-sphere cut along G

and for each iEI, i>l, let Si be the Z-sphere cut along C,_i and

along d. For each iEI, join S, to Si+i along C; in such a way as to

form first-order branch points over {l/i, 1) and il/i, — 1). The result-

ing Riemann surface F is simply connected and is easily seen to be

hyperbolic because the surface has a free edge along the vertical line

segment from — i to i.

Approximating surfaces. For each iEI, let F{ be the Riemann

surface formed from the first i sheets of F with the points of the curve

d on Si deleted. Let Ff be the closed surface formed from the first i

sheets of F with C, on 5, healed. There exists a unique function g,-

mapping Ff onto the Z-sphere such that fi=gl1, ftiO) =0ESi,

fi (0) = 1, and fii oo ) = oo ESi. Let g be the unique function mapping

F onto the disk {\z\<R^°°} such that if f=g~\ then /(0) =0£5i
and/'(0) = l.

Lemma 1. fi is real for real z.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the arguments of

earlier authors [l], [4].

giiF/) is a simply connected domain of the Z-sphere with at least

two boundary points (all points of giiC/) are boundary points). On

removing the real axis from giiF/), the portion of giiF/) in the upper

half plane is simply connected and open and, hence, can be mapped

one-one and conformally onto a half disk {z: \z\ <l, lmz>0} in

such a way that the real axis corresponds to a portion of the real axis

and the points of giiC/) correspond to points of the semicircle. The

symmetry principle applies to assure the existence of a function hi

such that hiigiiF/)) is a disk with center at 0 and points of the real axis

correspond to points of the real diagonal of the disk. Furthermore, we
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can normalize h{ (call it hi still) so that ht(0) =0 and hi (0) = 1. Then

hi(gi(FA) is a disk of radius r;>0 about 0.

Notation. Let the origin on Si be denoted by 0; and the point at

oo on Si by oo,-. Also let

fo.i = gi(Ok), h = g(0k),

7k,i = gi(<*>k), 7k = g(<*>k),

* z             *              z
5k,i =1-1        Sk = 1->

fa.i Sk

* z              *              z
7k,i =1-> 7k = 1-•

7k,i 7k

Lemma 2.

*,(*) =-n^
7* . i-2 7* .

maps {\z\ <ri} one-one and conformally onto F,.

Proof. R? is a closed simply connected Riemann surface and is,

therefore, the surface of the inverse of a unique rational function Qi

such that Qi(0)=0i, Qi (0) = l, and (?»(°°)= °°»"- Composing Qi with

hr1 yields a unique rational function Rt mapping {\z\ <rt} one-one

and conformally onto F,- such that Ri(0) =0, and R( (0) = 1.

Lemma 3. F,(z)—*f(z) uniformly on compact subsets of {\z\ <r} for

some r>0.

Proof. Let Di — {\ z | < rt}. This result then follows immediately by

applying MacLane's theorem [3, p. 33] with Corollary a to the two

sequences of surfaces {Fit 0} and {Dit 0}. We also get that r ~>r > 0.

Lemma 4. 8k,—+ok and yk,i^>yk as i—><».

Proof. This is a consequence of Hurewitz theorem or follows as one

of the conclusions of the theorem of MacLane cited in the proof of

Lemma 3.

Lemma 5. The infinite product

.« -i n 4
7* t-2  7*

1 k

converges subuniformly on {\z\ <H-
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Proof. Let r0^r. Only a finite number of the 5* or yk lie in {\z\ <r0}

and thus there exists «0>0 such that for k>n0, 5* and yk lie in the

ring r0<|z| <r. Since for each kEI, ok>yk, there exists ek>0 such

that yk + ek = 5k. Because of the location of yk and 5*, Z*°=i €* con-

verges to some number less than 2r. To prove the subuniform con-

vergence of x, it is sufficient to prove the uniform convergence of

f,     s*
U°g —

7*

for zE {\z\ ^r0}. By the Cauchy criterion, this last series converges

uniformly in {| z\ ^ra] provided that for each e>0 and for all z with

\z\ ^r0, there exists a number JV(e)>0 such that for «>Ar(e) and

for all p>0,

Z    log-^    <*■
k=n0+n y*

Now

no+n+p g oo      2m no+n+p   /I 1 \ I

Z log- = z- Z (-)
ft=n0+* 7ft m=l    W ft=n0+n    \7ft <>& /1

m m
«    gm noy+p h _ Tjfc i

m=l   ^  ft=n0+n      7ft dfc        I

«> -wi        no+n+p /a/A"1!

^ Z -^- Z i - (-) .
m=l   myna+n   k=n„+n \ &k/    I

If we sum this last expression first with respect to m and use the fact

that \z\ <7„0+„, we get

no^+p        H_\z\yk

k=na+n  7»o+n —   I Z I Tno+nS* —   | Z \ Jk

"  (Tn0+» -    | Z | ) f 7„0+B f 1   +  — J   -    |  2 |j

0 no+n+p

(7n0+n—    |2|)2ft-n0+n
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Then if we choose N(e) so large that

A (Tn„+1   -   ft))2

k=i?<i) r0

the uniform convergence of the original series in {\z\ ^r0} is estab-

lished.

Lemma 6. 7r(z) =f(z) for zE {\ z\ <r}.

Proof. Because of Lemma 4, there exists p>0 such that R„(z)/z9*0

and ir(z)/z9*0 for \z\ <p. For w^l,

0<±(1.1),±^jI
k=i \7k       ok/       k=i      JkOk

7™^iL    5* 2 \«4/ \5*/  J

1
= — $(*)

where lim,_0O'f>(i) =0. Similarly,

A/ 1 1 \       1o < Y ( —-) ^ — *.(*)
«\7T.i       «SV       7?„

where lim,-^.M(lim„H.oo ̂n(*)) =lim,^00^(j) =0. Therefore,

|   "   f 1          11       -   rl        111
Oglimsup   2- Y\-

gHmsuP|tr---i-tr---]
»-»■»       l*-n0L7t,n b*,n-l fc=n0 L7* 04 J|

g lim (—— fn(»o) + —■ *(»o) )
»—   \7r„.n 7n, /

= — (*(*,) + *(n„)).

I no

Since lim„0.„0^(»o)+*(»o) =0 and limno,M y„0 is r>0,

Umsup|i:(J- A.) _£ (i-i)|,o.
^"^ \-,»n XOT    / '^ \*,m kmI\

"->»       I *-2  \7*,n °*.n' k=2\7k °k'\
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Thus all the coefficients of the Taylor series expansion of

log iRniz)/iriz)) about 2 = 0 can be shown to have a limit zero as

m—>oo, and this lim„<co log \Rniz)l^iz)} =0 which implies that

lim„,M Rniz) =7r(z) =/(z).

Remarks. It is clear that the specific form of the cuts was not es-

sential in the construction of the uniformizing function. For this

reason it is clear that the conditions on the cuts could be relaxed to

permit variation in length and shape provided that they are sym-

metric, the resulting surface is hyperbolic, and the zeros and poles lie

(except for a finite number of cases) on one side of the origin.
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